
The Harlem Renaissance



Reconstruction and Jim Crow Era
• 1866: The “Black Codes” are passed by all white legislators of the former

Confederate States. Congress passes the Civil Rights Act, conferring
citizenship on African Americans and granting them equal rights to whites.
The Ku Klux Klan is formed in Tennessee.

• 1868: The 14th Amendment is ratified, defining citizenship. 1870 The 15th
Amendment is ratified, giving African Americans the right to vote.

• 1877: The era of Reconstruction ends. Federal troops are withdrawn from
the South, which puts an end to efforts to protect the civil rights of African
Americans.

• 1879: Thousands of African Americans start to migrate out of the South to
escape oppression.

• 1881: Tennessee passes the first of the “Jim Crow” segregation laws,
segregating state railroads. Similar laws are passed over the next 15 years
throughout the Southern states.

• 1896: Plessy v. Ferguson case: racial segregation is ruled constitutional by
the Supreme Court. The “Jim Crow” (“separate but equal”) laws begin,
barring African Americans from equal access to public facilities.



Harlem
• 1900: Harlem becomes a final des3na3on for many blacks escaping from the 

South. As former slaves and other immigrants moved north, they seBled into this
well-to-do neighborhood, which was experiencing an economic crisis due to a fall
in real estate prices. 

• 1910: The NAACP (Na3onal Associa3on for the Advancement of Colored People) is
founded.

• 1914: Marcus Garvey, a Jamaican born black na3onalist, founds the UNIA 
(Universal Negro Improvement Associa3on)

• 1916: Madame Walker, an affluent black woman who had made millions of dollars
aUer she created a hair product for black women, moves to Harlem.

• 1917: Protests and Riots for equal rights. 
• 1919: Claude McKay publishes “If we Must Die,” a militant poem urging blacks to 

resist racism.
• 1925: The New Negro movement . Alain Locke edits Harlem: Mecca of the New 

Negro. 
• 1926: Langston Hughes publishes The Weary Blues, his first collec3on of poems, 

celebra3ng black culture.
• 1929: the stock market crashed, ushering in the Great Depression



The Jim Crow Era
As soon as blacks gained the right to vote, secret societies sprang up in 
the South, devoted to restoring white supremacy in politics and social 
life. Most notorious was the Ku Klux Klan, an organization of violent
criminals that established a reign of terror in some parts of the South, 
assaulting and murdering local Republican leaders. In the generation 
after the end of Reconstruction, the Southern states deprived blacks of 
their right to vote, and ordered that public and private facilities of all
kinds be segregated by race. Until job opportunities opened in the North 
in the twentieth century, spurring a mass migration out of the South, 
most blacks remained locked in a system of political powerlessness and 
economic inequality. Many former slaves believed that their years of 
unrequited labor gave them a claim to land ("forty acres and a mule”). 
The federal government's decision not to redistribute land in the South, 
meant that only a small percentage of the freedpeople became
landowners. Most rented land or worked for wages on white-owned
plantations. Sharecropping was slavery by a new name.



The segregation and disenfranchisement laws known as "Jim Crow" 
represented a formal, codified system of racial apartheid that
dominated the American South for three quarters of a century. The laws
affected almost every aspect of daily life, mandating segregation of 
schools, parks, libraries, drinking fountains, restrooms, buses, trains, and 
restaurants. In legal theory, blacks received "separate but equal" 
treatment under the law — in actuality, public facilities for blacks were
always inferior to those for whites, when they existed at all. Jim Crow 
Laws condemned black citizens to inferior treatment and facilities that
were almost always inferior to those provided to white Americans.
In addition, blacks were systematically denied the right to vote in most
of the rural South through the selective application of literacy tests and 
other racially motivated criteria. The era of Jim Crow laws saw a 
dramatic reduction in the number of blacks registered to vote within the 
South. This time period brought about the Great Migration of blacks to 
northern and western cities like New York City, Chicago, and Los 
Angeles. 





Colorism
During slavery, black people who were fathered by their white masters
o;en gained privileges based on their lighter coloring. Indeed, one
reported pa>ern is that blacks of lighter skin were reputedly selected to 
work in the Big Houses of plantaAon masters while blacks of darker hues
were rouAnely sent to the fields. As they had more educaAonal 
opportuniAes, it was easier for them to find alternaAves to 
sharecropping a;er EmancipaAon and formed the middle class. 
The idea of upli;, that is, blacks of talent and educaAon helping each
other, is strongly Aed to colorism, for many of the persons who were
well educated in the late nineteenth and early twenAeth centuries were
indeed lighter skinned. They fit into what W. E. B. Du Bois described as
“The Talented Tenth.” Du Bois maintained that one tenth of the black
populaAon in America should become educated as quickly as possible
and should help the remaining ninety percent. 



Black people of lighter hue who claimed class distinctions based upon
their skin colors provided an ambiguous and problematic model for 
darker skinned blacks. Even as visibly black Negroes resented the 
presumed inherent right of lighter skinned blacks to be leaders and 
spokespersons for all black people, they nonetheless adhered to that
hierarchy. Patterns developed in which darker skinned blacks sought to 
marry lighter skinned blacks; this tendency existed well into the late 
twentieth century. Darker blacks sometimes envied lighter skinned
blacks and sought, through any means possible in the early twentieth
century, to become like them and, by extension, like whites. From the 
hair straightening products that Madam C. J. Walker perfected, to the 
processed hair that Malcolm X recounts getting in the 1940s, to the skin
lightening creams that were advertised in prominent magazines such as
Ebony and Jet, darker skinned African Americans were offered wish
fulfillment options to try to make themselves as “white” and therefore
as acceptable as possible. Yet, very often the effort at whitening and 
erasing one’s phenotypical Africanness was only a strategic move to 
access white privileges and did not imply an acceptance of the 
superiority of white aesthetic norms.



“I am a woman who came from 
the cotton fields of the South. 
From there I was promoted to 
the washtub. From there I was
promoted to the cook kitchen. 
And from there I promoted
myself into the business of 
manufacturing hair goods and 
preparations….I have built my
own factory on my own ground.”

Madame C. J. Walker







The War of Images: W.E.B. 
DuBois and the Paris 
Exposition of 1900



W.E.B. Du Bois’s “The Exhibit of American Negroes”

At the turn of the century, W. E. B. Du Bois compiled a series of
photographs for the "American Negro" exhibit at the 1900 Paris
ExposiBon. He organized the 363 images into albums.
Du Bois was, commiHed to combaBng racism with empirical evidence of
the economic, social, and cultural condiBons of African Americans. He
believed that a clear revelaBon of the facts of African American life and
culture would challenge the claims of biological race scienBsts
influenBal at the Bme, which proposed that African Americans were
inherently inferior to Anglo-Americans. The photographs of affluent
young African American men and women challenged the scienBfic
"evidence" and popular racist caricatures of the day that ridiculed and
sought to diminish African American social and economic success.
Further, the wide range of hair styles and skin tones represented in the
photographs demonstrated that the so-called "Negro type" was in fact a
diverse group of disBnct individuals.









WEB DuBois and Double Cosciousness
Double-consciousness is a concept in social philosophy referring, 
originally, to a source of inward “twoness” experienced by 
African Americans because of their racialized oppression and 
disvaluation in a white-dominated society. The concept is often
associated with WEB Du Bois, who introduced the term into
social and political thought in his groundbreaking The Souls of 
Black Folk (1903). Du Bois was engaged throughout his long 
career in the attempt to understand both the socio-historic
conditions facing “Black folk” in the American twentieth century, 
and the impacts of those conditions on the consciousness and 
“inner world” of the human beings subject to them. In our day
the term continues to be used by numerous commentators—
philosophical and otherwise—on racialized cultures, societies, 
and literatures, and by cultural and literary theorists to refer to 
the in-between condition of minority subjects.



“It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of 
always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and 
pity. One ever feels his two-ness, an American, a Negro; two souls, two
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark 
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. 
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife- this
longing to attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a 
better and truer self. In this merging he wishes neither of the older
selves to be lost. He does not wish to Africanize America, for America 
has too much to teach the world and Africa. He wouldn’t bleach his
Negro blood in a flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro 
blood has a message for the world. He simply wishes to make it possible
for a man to be both a Negro and an American without being cursed and 
spit upon by his fellows, without having the doors of opportunity closed
roughly in his face” (WEB DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk, 2-3). 



Double Consciousness from Problem to Asset
“High in the tower, where I sit above the loud complaining of the human 
sea, I know many souls that toss and whirl and pass, but none there are 
that intrigue me more than the Souls of White Folk.
Of them I am singularly clairvoyant. I see in and through them. I view
them from unusual points of vantage. Not as a foreigner do I come, for I 
am naBve, not foreign, bone of their thought and flesh of their
language. Mine is not the knowledge of the traveler or the colonial
composite of dear memories, words and wonder. Nor yet is my
knowledge that which servants have of masters, or mass of class, or 
capitalist of arBsan. Rather I see these souls undressed and from the 
back and side. I see the working of their entrails. I know their thoughts
and they know that I know.” (Du Bois, “The Souls of White Folks”, 1920)

Henry Louis Gates, “The Black LeRers on the Sign: W E B Du Bois and the 
Canon”: cultural mulBplicity is no longer seen as the problem, but as a 
soluBon—a soluBon to the confines of idenBty itself. Double 
consciousness, once a disorder, is now the cure. (2006: xv) 





Roots vs Routes
The subtitle of the book is Modernity and Double 
Consciousness and Gilroy defines the Black Atlantic as a 
counterculture of modernity. The Black Atlantic as a space of
“counterculture to modernity” illustrates how black people
played an integral role in the economic and cultural
development of the West. Paul Gilroy describes black identity
in Europe and the New World as an ongoing process of travel
and exchange across the Atlantic that tried to come to terms
with Western modernity, and in the while profoundly
changed it. Gilroy rejects the idea of Black cultures from 
around the Atlantic basin as being marginal to or derived 
from dominant national cultures, and so resulting in specific 
subcultures like African-American or Anglo-African that have 
a closer relation to American or British culture at large than 
to each other. 



The Ideology of Racial Uplift
“We would prescribe: homes - better homes, clean homes, pure homes; schools -
better schools; more culture; more thrift; and work in large doses; put the patient at
once on this treatment and continue through life. Can woman do this work? She can; 
and she must do her part, and her part is by no means small.” Lucy Laney, “The Burden
of the Educated Colored Woman” (1899)

Shirley Wilson Logan, We Are Coming: The Persuasive Discourse of Nineteenth-Century 
Black Women, 1999
In speeches to their black sisters during this period, prominent women educators and 
religious leaders also responded by advancing the agenda of racial uplift. While the 
term “uplift” carried with it the assumption that those being lifted occupied inferior
positions and that they needed to be elevated to a more socially acceptable level, 
these speeches acknowledge inferiority only as a direct consequence of slavery, not as
an innate and indelible trait. To remove this taint of an inferior and “downtrodden” 
race, black intellectuals argued for improvement in the material conditions of black
people. In 1894, theWoman’s Era Club of Boston chose as its slogan “Make the World 
Better.” Representatives of the NACW organized and spoke under the motto “Lifting As
We Climb.” The Commitment to uplift was evident as well in informal discourse. … 
These prominent activists cast themselves as race women, privileging their reform
activities over their wage-earning activities.



The ideology of racial upli1 and the poli4cs of 
respectability

The ideology of racial upli1, the idea that educated blacks are responsible for the welfare of 
the majority of the race, was a response to the assault on African American civil and poli4cal
rights in the late nineteenth and early twen4eth centuries. White southern poli4cians and 
elite opinion leaders defended white supremacy and proclaimed the moral, mental and 
physical depravity and inferiority of blacks from the press, pulpit, and university. The 
consensus was that blacks were unfit for ci4zenship, and that planta4on slavery, or the neo-
slavery of menial labor and sharecropping, was the natural state of black people. For African
American leaders and intellectuals, the poli4cs of respectability first emerged as a way to 
counter the nega4ve stereotypes of Black Americans
. Paradoxically, this tac4c also reflected an acceptance and internaliza4on of such
representa4ons by aHemp4ng to reform the behavior of individuals and erasing structural
forms of oppression such as racism, sexism and poverty. Black leaders generally countered
an4-black stereotypes by emphasizing class differences among blacks. From their
perspec4ve, to “upli1 the race” meant highligh4ng their func4on as elites to reform the 
character and manage the behavior of the black masses. Against pervasive claims of black
immorality and pathology, educated blacks waged a baHle over the representa4on of their
people, a strategy with ambiguous implica4ons and results. They referred to themselves as a 
“beHer class” of blacks, and demanded recogni4on of their respectability, and privileged
status as agents of Western progress and civiliza4on. But in doing so, they ushered in a 
poli4cs of internal class division that o1en seemed to internalize dominant no4ons of black
cultural depravity and backwardness even as they sought to oppose racism. 



In 1896, black women formed the National 
Association of Colored Women (NACW). 
Women reformers strove to improve the 
conditions of black women at work and 
home and fought against the racist
representation of black womanhood by 
adopting what historian Darlene Clark Hine
has defined “a culture of dissemblance”.





Evelyn B. Higginbotham, “African-American Women's History and the 
Metalanguage of Race,” Signs 1992



Evelyn B. Higginbotham, “African-American Women's
History and the Metalanguage of Race,” Signs 1992



Darlene Clark Hine, Hine Sight: Black Women and the Reconstruc7on of
American History, 1994
I suggest that rape and the threat of rape influenced the development of a culture of
dissemblance among southern black women. By dissemblance I mean the behavior and

aBtudes of black women that created the appearance of openness and disclosure but actually
shielded the truth of their inner lives and selves from their oppressors… (p. 37)

Because of the interplay of racial animosity, class tensions, gender role differenIaIon, and
regional economic variaIons, black women as a rule developed a poliIcs of silence, and

adhered to a cult of secrecy, a culture of dissemblance, to protect the sancIty of the inner
aspects of their lives. The dynamics of dissemblance involved creaIng the appearance of

disclosure, or openness about themselves and their feelings, while actually remaining enigmaIc.
Only with secrecy, thus achieving a selfimposed invisibility, could ordinary black women acquire

the psychic space and gather the resources needed to hold their own in their oNen one-sided
and mismatched struggle to resist oppression…

The inclinaIon of the larger society to ignore them as elements considered ‘marginal’ actually
enabled subordinate black women to fashion the veil of secrecy, or ‘invisibility,’ but paradoxically

contributed to their failure to realize equal opportunity or to receive respect in the larger
society. There would be no room on the pedestal for the southern black lady, nor could she join
her white sisters in the prison of ‘true womanhood.’ In other words, stereotypes, negaIve
images, and debilitaIng assumpIons filled the space leN empty due to inadequate and

erroneous informaIon about the true contribuIons, capabiliIes, and idenIIes of black women.
…To counter negaIve stereotypes many black women felt compelled to downplay, even deny,

sexual expression. The twin obsessions with naming and combaIng sexual exploitaIon Inted
and shaped black women’s support even of the suffrage movement. (pp. 41 45)



Jane Rhodes, “Pedagogies of 
Respectability: Race, Media, and Black 
Womanhood in the Early 20th Century,” 
Souls 2016





The Harlem Renaissance
The cultural, social, and artistic explosion that took place in Harlem and

other black ghettoes in some cities of the Northern US, such as New

York and Chicago, between the end of World War I and the middle of

the 1930s, is called the Harlem Renaissance. During this period Harlem

was a center of attraction for black writers, artists, musicians,

photographers, poets, and scholars, coming from the South or the

Caribbean and even African countries. W.E.B. Du Bois, then the editor of

THE CRISIS, the journal of the NAACP, was at the height of his fame and

influence in the black community. THE CRISIS published the works of

many artists of the period. The Renaissance was more than a literary

movement: It involved racial pride, fueled in part by the militancy of the

"New Negro" demanding civil and political rights. The lively atmosphere

of Harlem seduced whites who were looking for exotic attractions and

its unconventional ways of life were refreshing for white artists looking

for new sources of inspiration. But the Renaissance had little impact on

breaking down the rigid barriers of Jim Crow that separated the races.



Red Summer of 1919: white reac4on against gains 
by African Americans caused an increase of 
lynchings (almost 90) and racial riots. African 
American poet Claude McKay, a na4ve of Jamaica, 
wrote a poem which, while never directly 
men4oning race, invites blacks to fight against 
oppression

If We Must Die
If we must die--let it not be like hogs
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot,
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs,
Making their mock at our accursed lot.
If we must die--oh, let us nobly die,
So that our precious blood may not be shed
In vain; then even the monsters we defy
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!
Oh, Kinsmen! We must meet the common foe;
Though far outnumbered, let us show us brave,
And for their thousand blows deal one deathblow!
What though before us lies the open grave?
Like men we'll face the murderous, cowardly pack,
Pressed to the wall, dying, but figh4ng back!





Harlem becomes a black ghetto



Reasons behind the Great Migration

• Racial segrega3on of Jim Crow laws and violence 
(Ku Klux Klan) in the South

• Hope for beBer life condi3ons (socially and 
culturally as well as economic)

• Unemployment due to boll weevil infesta3on in 
Southern coBon in the late 1910s and Mississippi 
flood of 1927

• 1924 Immigra3on Act, checking European 
migra3on, increased demand for factory workers

• The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927 displaced 
thousands of African-American farm workers



The word "Harlem" evoked strong and conflicting images among African
Americans during the first half of the twentieth century. Was it the
Negro metropolis, black Manhattan, the political, cultural, and spiritual
center of African America, a land of plenty, a city of refuge, or a black
ghetto and emerging slum? For some, the image of Harlem was more
personal. King Solomon Gillis, the main character in Rudolph Fisher's
"The City of Refuge," was one of these. Emerging out of the subway at
135th and Lennox Avenue, Gillis was transfixed: “Gillis set down his tan-
cardboard extension-case and wiped his black, shining brow. Then
slowly, spreadingly, he grinned at what he saw: Negroes at every turn;
up and down Lenox Avenue, up and down One Hundred and Thirty-fifth
Street; big, lanky Negroes, short, squat Negroes; black ones, brown
ones, yellow ones; men standing idle on the curb, women, bundle-
laden, trudging reluctantly homeward, children rattle-trapping about
the sidewalks; here and there a white face drifting along, but Negroes
predominantly, overwhelmingly everywhere. There was assuredly no
doubt of his whereabouts. This was Negro Harlem.” -- Cary Wintz, “The
Harlem Renaissance: What Was It, and Why Does It Matter?” (2015)



The Harlem Renaissance keywords

• Great Migration
• Racial pride
• New Negro (new beginning after slavery)
• Modernity of the black subject
• Urban culture
• Importance of Black folk culture for identity
• African heritage









New York Black Magazines at the beginning of the 
20° Century

In 1910, The NaBonal AssociaBon for the Advancement of 
Colored People launched The Crisis, appoinBng W. E. B. Du
Bois as editor. The publicaBon provided a venue for the so-
called "talented tenth”, African-American intellectuals and 
arBsts, where to show their worth. Another publicaBon
was The NaBonal Urban League's Opportunity, established
in 1923. Edited by Charles S. Johnson, Opportunity
promoted contests for promising young black writers. In 
the same years the Universal Negro Improvement
AssociaBon published The Negro World, promoBng Marcus 
Garvey's philosophy of black consciousness, self-help, and 
economic independence. 





Du Bois recognized the need for young 
African Americans to see themselves and 
their concerns reflected in what they 
read, and he decided to expand the 
children’s section in the Crisis to an 
independent periodical. In 1920 he 
launched The Brownies’ Book, a monthly 
magazine for the “Children of the Sun … 
designed for all children, but especially 
for ours,” which .
Du Bois aimed to instill and reinforce 
pride in Black youth and to help Black 
families as they raised children in a 
segregated and prejudiced world. 
The Brownies’ Book offered a 
groundbreaking mix of stories, advice, 
information and correspondence with 
the paramount goal of empowering 
Black children and validating their 
interests. Content included African folk 
tales, stories and poems about the origin 
of different races and messages about 
self-respect and pride in one’s 
appearance.



In 1925 an entire issue of the 

journal Survey Graphic devoted

to the Harlem literary movement

was published under the 

editorship of Alain Locke. 

"Harlem: Mecca of the New 

Negro” was an overnight 

sensation. Later that year Locke 

published a book-length version

of the "Harlem" edition, 

expanded and re-titled The New 
Negro: An Interpretation.  In the 

anthology Locke laid down his

vision of the aesthetic and the 

parameters for the emerging

Harlem Renaissance.







. . . The day of "aunties," "uncles" and "mammies" is equally gone. Uncle Tom and 
Sambo have passed on, and even the "Colonel" and "George" play barnstorm rôles
from which they escape with relief when the public spotlight is off. The popular
melodrama has about played itself out, and it is time to scrap the fictions, garret the 
bogeys and settle down to a realistic facing of facts.
First we must observe some of the changes which since the traditional lines of opinion 
were drawn have rendered these quite obsolete. A main change has been, of course, 
that shifting of the Negro population which has made the Negro problem no longer
exclusively or even predominantly Southern. Why should our minds remain
sectionalized, when the problem itself no longer is? Then the trend of migration has
not only been toward the North and the Central Midwest, but city-ward and to the 
great centers of industry—the problems of adjustment are new, practical, local and 
not peculiarly racial. Rather they are an integral part of the large industrial and social 
problems of our present-day democracy. And finally, with the Negro rapidly in process
of class differentiation, if it ever was warrantable to regard and treat the Negro en 
masse it is becoming with every day less possible, more unjust and more ridiculous.
In the very process of being transplanted, the Negro is becoming transformed.
… With each successive wave of it, the movement of the Negro becomes more and 
more a mass movement toward the larger and the more democratic chance—in the 
Negro's case a deliberate flight not only from countryside to city, but from medieval
America to modern. 
A. Locke, “The New Negro”



Fire!! was established by Langston 
Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, and 
Wallace Thurman. Edited by 
Thurman, the first issue included
among its contributors the best 
and the brightest of "younger
negro ar@sts," many of whom
would become legendary figures in 
the annals of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Unfortunately, the 
quarterly received mixed reviews; 
younger ar@sts around the country 
were impressed by its boldness, 
but the black press and the black
middle class thoroughly panned it. 
(For the first issue, Thurman's
editorial comment was @tled "Fire
Burns") Because of the financial
difficul@es in bringing Vol. 1, No. 1 
to press, it was the only issue ever
published. The cover was designed
by Aaron Douglas.



Song of the 
Towers by Aaron 
Douglas for the 
mural series
Aspects of Negro 
Life, 
commissioned in 
1934 by the WPA 
for the Harlem 
Branch of the New 
York City Public 
Library.



Shuffle Along, a musical play
which opened in 1921 and
combined jazz music with
creatively choreographed jazz
dance, transformed musical
theater into something new,
exciting, and daring and was a
seminal event in the
emergence of the Harlem
Renaissance. It introduced
white New Yorkers to black
music, theater, and
entertainment and helped
generate the white fascination
with Harlem and the African
American arts that was so
much a part of the Harlem
Renaissance.





Marcus Garvey and the Back-to-Africa Movement

Jamaican-born Marcus Garvey was the founder of a 
political movement, “Garveyism,” that encouraged
African American economic and political independence
and the unity of all people of African descent. Garvey
founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association
(UNIA) in 1914, as a better alternative for Black people
than interracial organizations such as the NAACP, and 
brought the movement to New York two years later. The 
movement preached Black Nationalism, which aimed to 
unite all people of African descent and celebrate the 
contributions of black leaders and heroes. Garvey
believed that blacks would never achieve true freedom
while under the control of white Americans. He began
advocating for a return of blacks to their African
homeland, the only place where they could attain the 
economic and political independence that would lead to 
true emancipation. In 1919 he founded the Black Star 
Line, a shipping company that he hoped would literally
transport blacks across the Atlantic back to Africa. At its
height, Garveyism was a massively popular movement, 
particularly among the poorest African Americans.



Nella Larsen



Gladys Bentley



Ethel Waters



Bessie Smith



Hazel Carby, “It Jus' Be's Dat Way Some9me: The Sexual 
Poli9cs of Women's Blues,” Radical America 20 (1986), 9-
22







Zora Neale Hurston







Zora and Eatonville
Born on January 15, 1891, in Notasulga, Alabama, from a 
former slave and a schoolteacher, Hurston moved with her
family to Eatonville, Florida, when she was still an infant. Later
she claimed she was born in Eatonville in 1901. Established in 
1887, Eatonville was the nation's first incorporated black
township. As an all-black, apparently independent community, 
it was the ideal place of birth for Hurston’s self-mythology: "I 
was born in a Negro town. I do not mean by that the black
back–side of an average town. Eatonville, Florida, is, and was
at the time of my birth, a pure Negro town–charter, mayor, 
council, town marshal town. It was not the first Negro 
community in America, but it was the first to be incorporated, 
the first attempt at organized self-government on the part of 
Negroes in America." (Hurston, Dust Tracks on a Road). Her
father, John Hurston, a carpenter, was the minister of one of 
the two churches in town and the mayor for three terms. 



A"er her mother’s death, in 1904, Hurston’s life became very difficult.

Her father remarried and since she did not get along with her

stepmother she went to live with other members of her family and

finally started to work as a maid with a theater troupe. In 1917 she was

finally able to aEend school. A"er graduaFon in 1918, she entered

Howard University, where she studied with Lorenzo Dow Turner.

Hurston also joined a literary club, sponsored by Alain Locke, who

encouraged her to publish in Howard University journals. She met other

writers–Bruce Nugent, Jean Toomer, Alice Dunbar–Nelson, and Jessie

Fauset, among others–who would become part of the core group of the

Harlem Renaissance. Her literary career began when she submiEed her

work to journals and it was accepted. In 1924, she sent a short story,

"Drenched in Light," to Charles S. Johnson, the editor of Opportunity.
The story received the second prize in the annual Opportunity literary

contest. The subject of "Drenched in Light" is Eatonville, and, according

to her biographer Robert Hemenway, this encouraged her to make

Eatonville the source of her art. Johnson urged her to move to New York

City and by 1925, she found herself living in Harlem.



There Hurston met Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen, Carl Van Vechten, 
Fannie Hurst, and Annie Nathan Meyer, a founder of Barnard College, 
who helped her getting accepted into the college and awarded a 
scholarship. She began to study anthropology with Franz Boas, the 
father of modern anthropology, who urged her to do fieldwork in her
hometown, in order to preserve African American folk culture.
Her literary and scientific interests merged, as she used her knowledge
of the oral culture of Southern blacks as an inspiration for her stories. In 
1927, Hurston accepted the aid of Charlotte Osgood Mason, a wealthy
white New York woman, who financed her expeditions but wanted the 
last word on how the material would be used. Hurston interrupted her
academic career–although she did graduate from Barnard–but felt free 
to follow her own unique interest, in spite of a very controversial
relationship with Mason. She became intrigued by hoodoo and traveled
to New Orleans to see how it was practiced and study the life of the 
priestess, Marie Leveau. 



In 1931 her relationship with Mason deteriorated and Hurston
was left without an income while the country was heading
towards the Great Depression. After reading her short story 
“The Gided Six-Bits” publisher Bertram Lippincott wrote to 
Hurston asking if she had a novel to submit. Hurston replied
affirmatively–and then on July 1, 1933, she moved to Sanford, 
Florida, to write one. She wrote Jonah's Gourd Vine, which was
published in May 1934. The next year Lippincott published
Hurston's book of folk tales, Mules and Men. She was awarded
a Guggenheim Fellowship in 1936 and was able to travel to 
Jamaica and Haiti. While she was in Haiti she began writing
Their Eyes Were Watching God. She completed the book in 
seven weeks and Their Eyes Were Watching God was published
in 1937. She also continued her anthropological studies in 
voodoo in Haiti and published Tell My Horse in 1938. 



After this peak period of creativity, Hurston struggled to survive. She began
working for the Works Progress Administration in 1938. This job lasted until
1939, when the WPA was dismantled. Hurston’s ideas for new novels were
rejected, and she had no more folklore to record. According to Hemenway, "In 
a sense she was written out." 
During the next decade, Hurston made her living by selling occasional articles
to popular magazines and working as a maid. Money became a gnawing
problem, as well as Hurston's health. She was evicted from her Eau Gallie
home in 1956. In the next two years, she was hired as a librarian at Patrick Air 
Force Base in Cocoa Beach, but fired 11 months later. When she was fired from 
a substitute teaching position at Lincoln Academy in Ft. Pierce, she couldn't
pay her rent. In 1958, Hurston suffered a series of strokes and entered the St. 
Lucie County Welfare Home. She died on January 28, 1960. Patrick Duval
rescued her manuscripts from destruction when her possessions were being
burned after her death. She was buried in an unmarked grave at the Garden of 
Heavenly Rest in Ft. Pierce.
“Drenched in Light,” the first of Hurston’s stories to be published in a national 
publication, appeared at the end of 1924 in Opportunity: A Journal of Negro 
Life, a literary monthly sponsored by the National Urban League.





Isis as artist
Imaginative and creative, 
she needs to express her 
interiority, while her 
grandmother wants to 
limit her life to 
practicality and 
domesticity
Poverty does not check 
Isis’s need to dance to 
music 





Isis the storyteller
White patrons and black artists
Western primitivism at the turn of the 
twentieth century – interest for non-Western 
arts and cultures as sources of new energy and 
inspiration to reinvigorate a stagnant tradition





From Richard Wright’s review of Hurston’s Their 
Eyes Were Watching God
Miss Hurston can write, but her prose is cloaked in 
that facile sensuality that has dogged Negro 
expression since the days of Phillis Wheatley. Her 
dialogue manages to catch the psychological 
movements of the Negro folk-mind in their pure 
simplicity, but that's as far as it goes.
Miss Hurston voluntarily continues in her novel 
the tradition which was forced upon the Negro in 
the theatre, that is, the minstrel technique that 
makes the "white folks" laugh. Her characters eat 
and laugh and cry and work and kill; they swing 
like a pendulum eternally in that safe and narrow 
orbit in which America likes to see the Negro live: 
between laughter and tears.
…The sensory sweep of her novel carries no 
theme, no message, no thought. In the main, her 
novel is not addressed to the Negro, but to a white 
audience whose chauvinistic tastes she knows 
how to satisfy. She exploits that phase of Negro 
life which is "quaint," the phase which evokes a 
piteous smile on the lips of the "superior" race.
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Langston Hughes



“The Negro Ar+st and the Racial Mountain” (1926)

One of the most promising of the young Negro poets said to me once, "I want to be a poet--not

a Negro poet," meaning, I believe, "I want to write like a white poet"; meaning subconsciously, "I 

would like to be a white poet"; meaning behind that, "I would like to be white." And I was sorry

the young man said that, for no great poet has ever been afraid of being himself. And I doubted

then that, with his desire to run away spiritually from his race, this boy would ever be a great

poet. But this is the mountain standing in the way of any true Negro art in America--this urge 

within the race toward whiteness, the desire to pour racial individuality into the mold of 

American standardiza+on, and to be as liOle Negro and as much American as possible.

But let us look at the immediate background of this young poet. His family is of what I suppose 

one would call the Negro middle class: people who are by no means rich yet never

uncomfortable nor hungry--smug, contented, respectable folk, members of the Bap+st church. 

The father goes to work every morning. He is a chief steward at a large white club. The mother

some+mes does fancy sewing or supervises par+es for the rich families of the town. The 

children go to a mixed school. In the home they read white papers and magazines. And the 

mother oSen says "Don't be like niggers" when the children are bad. A frequent phrase from the 

father is, "Look how well a white man does things." And so the word white comes to be 

unconsciously a symbol of all virtues. It holds for the children beauty, morality, and money. The 

whisper of "I want to be white" runs silently through their minds. This young poet's home is, I 

believe, a fairly typical home of the colored middle class. One sees immediately how difficult it

would be for an ar+st born in such a home to interest himself in interpre+ng the beauty of his

own people. He is never taught to see that beauty. He is taught rather not to see it, or if he 

does, to be ashamed of it when it is not according to Caucasian paOerns.



Most of my own poems are racial in theme and treatment, derived from the life I know. In many
of them I try to grasp and hold some of the meanings and rhythms of jazz. I am as sincere as I 
know how to be in these poems and yet after every reading I answer questions like these from 
my own people: Do you think Negroes should always write about Negroes? I wish you wouldn't
read some of your poems to white folks. How do you find anything interesting in a place like a 
cabaret? Why do you write about black people? You aren't black. What makes you do so many
jazz poems?

But jazz to me is one of the inherent expressions of Negro life in America; the eternal tom-tom
beating in the Negro soul--the tom-tom of revolt against weariness in a white world, a world of 
subway trains, and work, work, work; the tom-tom of joy and laughter, and pain swallowed in a 
smile. Yet the Philadelphia clubwoman is ashamed to say that her race created it and she does
not like me to write about it, The old subconscious "white is best" runs through her mind. Years
of study under white teachers, a lifetime of white books, pictures, and papers, and white
manners, morals, and Puritan standards made her dislike the spirituals. And now she turns up 
her nose at jazz and all its manifestations--likewise almost everything else distinctly racial. She
doesn't care for the Winold Reiss' portraits of Negroes because they are "too Negro." She does
not want a true
picture of herself from anybody. She wants the artist to flatter her, to make the white world 
believe that all negroes are as smug and as near white in soul as she wants to be. But, to my
mind, it is the duty of the younger Negro artist, if he accepts any duties at all from outsiders, to 
change through the force of his art that old whispering "I want to be white," hidden in the 
aspirations of his people, to "Why should I want to be white? I am a Negro--and beautiful"? 



Hughes conceived “Harlem” as one part of a longer, 
book-length sequence of poems exploring black life 
in Harlem. Hughes eventually titled this 
book Montage of a Dream Deferred (1951)


